Planning to take ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA?

You have TWO options!

Preferred by 4 out of 5 students familiar with both options!
MAT 083

MAT 084

Elementary Algebra-Part I
(2 credit hours)

Elementary Algebra-Part II
(2 credit hours)

8 weeks

8 weeks

TRADITIONAL
OPTION

MAT 093
Intensive Elementary Algebra
(4 credit hours)
16 weeks

What are the two options?
Morton Modular Math lets you take Elementary
Algebra as a sequence of 8-week modules instead of
the traditional 16-week courses.

There are many ways in which the two
options are similar.
Both options prepare you for Intermediate
Algebra and have the same prerequisites.
Both options are the same level. The MAT
083/084 sequence covers the same material as
MAT 093 and moves at the same pace (each
eight-week module covers half the material of a
traditional 16-week course).
Don’t be confused by the course numbers.
Lower course numbers mean shorter courses,
not lower-level courses.

But shorter courses offer several advantages
over traditional courses!
You will take two short final exams (one every
eight weeks) instead of one long final exam at
the end of the semester.
You can succeed sooner by completing your
first course in only eight weeks.
If you are not able to complete a module, you
only need to repeat 8 weeks – not 16 weeks –
of material.
With modules starting every 8 weeks, there’s
no quicker path to college-credit math!

Are there other reasons to consider Morton
Modular Math?
Homework and quizzes will be done online
using MyMathLab , providing instant feedback
and 24x7 online help.

I’m sold! How do I register for Morton
Modular Math?
Meet with an Academic Advisor or register
through the Panther Portal.
Be sure to register for both modules (MAT 083
and MAT 084), choosing modules that meet on
the same schedule.
If you pass MAT 083 during the first-half of the
semester, you will continue with MAT 084
during the second-half of the semester.
If you do not pass MAT 083 during the first-half
of the semester, you can repeat the module
during the second-half, schedule permitting.
Modules start every 8 weeks.

For more information:
Meet with an Academic Advisor.
Contact Geoff Krader in the Mathematics
Department: geoffrey.krader@morton.edu
(708) 656-8000 x2292.

